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2 Task2 : description

Participants T. Deneoux, S. Destercke

Objective In order to evaluate the dependability parameters of railway systems in the ERTMS context,
part of components and subsystems reliability data is provided by experts. Eliciting expert opinions
is therefore a major and decisive task in the process of the quantitative evaluation of railway systems
dependability, in particular in the context of belief functions. We choose to divide the elicitation task
into three sub-tasks.

Detailed description of the sub-tasks

Sub-task 2.1 : preparatory task

This step precedes and prepares the elicitation of experts. It consists of two phases : the choice and the
calibration of experts. The term calibration refers here to the assessment of the quality of the information
provided by the experts. The calibration, which measures the reliability of the experts, has been well
studied in the probabilistic framework, but should be further extended to more general uncertainty
models such as belief functions [28]. Calibration has already been addressed in other contexts such
as the possibility theory framework [8], or in the classification domain. When aggregating several
uncertain assessments, it is important to account for the reliability of the sources. When the reliability
of the sources can be evaluated, it can be used for instance to discount their assessments. Discounting
consists in reducing beliefs and weakening the information of an unreliable source via a discounting
coefficient proportional to the reliability of the expert. If there is no meta-knowledge of the reliability,
the latter can be learned using different learning techniques, exclusively developed in multi-sensor
data fusion applications. These techniques include (1) contextual discounting [6], (2) optimisation-based
discounting [15], or(3) (dis)agreement based discounting [20].

Sub-task 2.2. elicitation of mass functions

Railway Experts in the reliability domain are not particularly familiar with probabilities, and are
therefore unable to express their uncertainty through precise probabilities. To overcome this problem,
we propose to proceed in two stages : first, we elicit some probabilistic information, without requiring a
complete probabilistic model, and afterwards, we construct a mass function that better approaches their
probabilistic estimates.

It should be noted that there is no universal way to construct a belief function to represent some partial
information. When a source of information provides some decision and that some learning data are
available, the provided decision can be converted into a belief function through its confusionmatrix [19].

Sub-task 2.3 : combination of expert opinions

Once the mass functions are elicited and the experts calibrated, the different uncertain estimates
provided by the several sources need to be combined into an overall assessment. Several rules for the
fusion of belief functions have been proposed in the literature and some of them explore the information
collected in the calibration phase. For instance, the precision and the specificity of the expert - quality
measures evaluated in the calibration phase - can be used to assign performance weights or discounting
coefficients to the experts’ belief function. The combination of expert opinions in the context of belief
functions raise two major and challenging issues. The first is related to the problem of taking into
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account the dependencies (the experts often share common knowledge), while the second concerns the
management of conflict and inconsistencies that can arise between several experts.

Deliverable
– This report synthesizes a literature review of the main methods and techniques used to elicit expert
opinions in systems reliability domain.

– An interactive elicitation strategy was proposed. It is currently being implemented in an interface to
be presented to some experts.

– An online game was designed (within a TX project conducted by two engineer students) with the
objective to construct a Benchmark dataset of uncertain opinions. The dataset will be used to conduct
some research activities of comparison and validation on the fusion rules proposed in the literature
within a forthcoming master internship.
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3 Introduction

In several areas, including reliability, climate change forecasting, and risk analysis, empirical data about
some components, processes, or variables may be very limited or completely missing. Data scarcity may
be due to the un-observability (rare events for instance), the high cost of the data acquisition process,
time constraints, complexity, etc.

One way to overcome the lack of data is to resort to experts and gather their opinions and judgments
about the quantity of interest. Collecting expert opinions is performed formally through elicitation
– a “process by which beliefs (pre-existing) behavioral dispositions are measured through explicit
judgments and choices" [25]. Expert opinions, because they reflect experience and expertise, are a
prominent source of relevant scientific evidence and are increasingly used in many areas. In the
reliability and safety domain, several analysis call expert experience and knowledge. They include
failure analysis, i.e., the identification of the possible failures scenarios, reliability prediction of newly
designed systems in early design stages, the development of optimal maintenance strategies when data
are inexistent, etc. Within the RECIF project, expert opinions may be a valuable source of evidence since
ERTMS requirements are quire recent, and only few data are available for the quantitative evaluation of
the dependability parameters of railways systems in the ERTMS context.

Expert elicitation, because it involves human judgements, is a complex process that raises several
theoretical and practical issues. For the practical issues, we can think of the way the elicitation should be
conducted to get reliable information as unbiased as possible (how to choose experts, should experts be
solicited individually or in groups, etc.). Theoretical issues include the quantification of the information
supplied by humans, methods to combine efficiently information provided by several experts, etc.

Task 2 of the RECIF project is dedicated to the study of some practical and theoretical aspects of expert
elicitation. The objective of this report, part of this particular task, is to provide general insight into
expert elicitation,with a particular focus on the elicitation anduse of expert judgements in reliability and
systems safety. First, we address two important aspects of human judgements,which are uncertainty and
the heuristics to which humans are prone. Then, we’ll describe the key procedural steps of elicitation,
and describe the common methods (questions formats) that can be used reliability, as well as some
recommendations suggested in the literature.

4 Human judgements : uncertain and biased

4.1 Uncertainty in expert judgements

Knowledge is never total or perfect, so the information provided by experts if often imprecise and vague.
There are twoways to capture this uncertainty : either directly by asking the experts to explicitly express
it, which supposes that they have some familiarity with uncertainty models, or indirectly through
experiments involving choices and preferences from which their degrees of belief are inferred.
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4.1.1 Uncertainty and probabilities

Elicitation is commonly held in the probabilistic setting. The default approach is to assume that the
expert’s uncertainty can be captured by means of a subjective probability density function which
measures the degree of belief. Subjective probabilities are by far the most used model to deal with
uncertainty in human judgements, and there is a well-defined and structured process to elicit them [10]
which will be described in the next section of this report.

However, its is increasingly recognized that probability can not cope with imprecision and its adequacy
in representing incomplete information is questionable for different reasons including :
– Probabilities are very informative as they require the assignment of exact degree of belief to every
possible value of the inquired variable. In practice, it is almost impossible to elicit point-valued
distributions (think of continuous distributions), and commonly, experts can only provide some
summaries (mean, variance, confidence intervals, etc.). Obviously, there is a huge gap between what
can be provided and what is needed to fully specify the probabilistic model.

– Probabilities can not represent in a natural way partial or weak knowledge. Consider the scenario
where an expert, Mr X , is inquired about the value of a variable, and he claims that all he knows is
that the estimate lies in a setS = {0, 1, 2, 3}. The probabilistic description of this piece of information is
point-valued, i.e., it requires to assign a degree of belief to every possible value in ({0}, {1}, {3}, {4}).
Commonly, the modeler will assume that, in absence of additional information, the four elements
have the same probability 1

4 . Clearly, the model brings additional information (the equi-probability)
that was not expressed by the expert. Such representation is arbitrary and extremely informative.
Furthermore, one can argue that this representation is not specific to this particular state of knowledge
since stating ignorance and claiming that all values in S are thought to be equally likely are two
different states of knowledge. However, they are described by the same uniform distribution in the
probability setting.

– Linguistic information, which is naturally used by experts to express their judgements, does not lend
itself to a unique probabilistic representation. This point will be discussed further later on.

Weaker frameworks are required to describe in a more natural way imprecision in expert opinions.
Candidate theories include Fuzzy sets theory, imprecise probability, or belief functions.

4.1.2 Alternative uncertainty frameworks

Belief functions theory [4, 21], also called evidence theory, is a formal and well established theory of
evidential reasoning under uncertainty. While probabilities assign a degree of belief to every single
event, belief functions distribute beliefs more coarsely over sets. Probability mass is replaced by a mass
function that measures the weight of evidence supporting sets of possible values. A major feature of
this framework is that it handles the state of weak knowledge in a natural way, without making any
assumption on the distribution of belief as would probabilities do. For instance, total ignorance is
captured by a vacuous mass function that assigns the whole degree of belief to the set of all possible
values. We illustrate this by a simple example. We get back to Mr X . A more natural way to describe his
knowledge is through a mass function that assigns the total degree of belief, here 1, to the supported set
{0, 1, 2, 3}, and 0 to all other subsets (including the elementary events {0}, {1}, {3}, {4}), as no evidence
supports any of them.

An alternative uncertainty model that can be used to describe incomplete knowledge is imprecise
probabilities [25]. Imprecise probabilities relax the uniqueness assumption of the probability of an
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event, and suggest that, in presence of incomplete information, only lower and upper probabilities
(denoted respectively P and P ) can be defined, instead of a unique exact probability P [25]. This
model is particularly useful when it comes to describe imprecision in the statistical model that describes
random variables, and is therefore useful in reliability analyses as dependability parameters (failure
rate, lifetime) are random. For instance, consider the scenario where an elicitation is conducted to
estimate the failure distribution of a component. We know the shape of the distribution, let’s say it’s
an exponential distribution. To fully characterize the model, we need to estimate the unique parameter
of this model, which is the component failure rate (assumed to be constant over time). When the expert
gives a single estimate of the failure rate, the probability distribution is entirely characterized, however,
when he expresses his uncertainty by an interval, which is more likely, then all we can state is that the
true distribution is bounded by an upper and lower distribution which are known. It should be noted
that, when the expert is very precise, both models boil down to the probabilistic model.

Clearly, those alternative uncertainty formalisms are very useful in elicitation as they capture more
faithfully than probabilities uncertainty in human judgements. However, a review of the literature
has shown that their use in practice is very limited. Indeed, elicitations in general, and in reliability
studies in particular, rely heavily on the classical approach. Only few works pioneered by Coolen
and Utkin [1, 29] addressed the use of imprecise probabilities in reliability analysis in the context of
incomplete information. More recently, Kudak [12] used belief functions in eliciting judgements about
the maintenance time intervals from aircraft maintenance experts.

4.2 Heuristics and biases in expert judgements

Psychological literature has shown that people are prone to several heuristics i.e., common mental
shortcuts, when they make judgements under uncertainty. These rules include :

– anchoring : people tend to construct their judgments relatively to a reference estimate (called anchor)
rather than absolutely. To view how anchoring manifests in elicitation, consider the following
example. An expert is asked to estimate the median value of a random variable. Afterwards, he is
asked to estimate the bounds of the 95% confidence interval. Because of this heuristic, the expert is
likely to define the bounds relatively to the median estimate he gave.

– representativeness : people are likely to rely on mental representations derived from their past
experiences when they make judgements. Following this heuristic, they tend to match an unknown
event to known classes (stereotypes) build from their experience, and assume that the more similarity
there is (the more representative is the event to a certain stereotype), the more likely it is to belong to
that class. The problemswith that reasoning is that people and do not account for the prior probability
of that particular class, and are overconfident.

– availability : people tend to make judgements relying on easily recalled information, and think that
recalled events should bemore probable and frequent than others. For instance, because several plane
accidents have been reported in press these recent months, people believe that there is a higher risk
for their plane to crash, which is not true.

These heuristics lead to mistaken beliefs and biases in the assessment. To reduce these biases in
practice, experts can be acquainted about these heuristics within training sessions, and the questions
and responses should be formulated in terms and formats they are familiar with.
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5 Expert elicitation : the procedure

5.1 The general procedure

Elicitation of subjective probabilities is a formalized and structured process. Some protocols have been
described in the literature, including the SRI or the EPA - a detailed description of which can be found
in [10]. In a handbook dedicated to expert judgements, Oien [16] summarizes the structure of a typical
elicitation process by the following :

1. Preparation phase : it consists in the :
– identification of the problem and the inquired quantities
– formulation of the questionnaire
– identification and selection of the experts
– familiarization of the experts with the problem, the elicitation procedure, probability concepts,
and the cognitive biases.

2. Elicitation phase : it consists in performing the interview and collecting the answers. Interviews
can be individual or interactive. In interactive methods, opinions are elicited individually, then,
within a brainstorming session, the overall results are shared between all respondents, and in
their light, they have the choice to update or not their initial beliefs. The two-steps are iterated till
a consensus between all experts is reached. In individual interviews, experts are not allowed to
interact. Different ways to encode probabilities are possible and will be described below.
In addition to the questions about the variables of interest, experts may be also solicited to provide
their judgements about some variables in their expertise field and for which the true response (i.e.,
probability) is known by the analyst (these questions are referred to as control or seed questions).
The responses to these test questions serve to evaluate the performance of the experts who may
also be asked to auto-evaluate their level of expertise.

3. Analysis and calculation phase which comprises the :
– calibration : it consists in evaluating the “quality" of the subjective probabilistic judgement,
i.e., in scoring how well the expert characterizes his uncertainty using probabilities. Loosely
speaking, calibration relies on the measure of the distance (using scoring rules) between
the assessed probability and the true probability of known events. Scoring rules have been
extensively studied in the probability framework [7, 18], but have also been expended to more
general uncertainty formalisms (belief function [26], possibility distributions [3], etc.) ;

– quantification of the elicited information (for instance when qualitative responses are given) ;
– aggregation of experts assessments into a group opinion using behavioural techniques or more
formally using mathematical fusion approaches.

5.2 Methods for encoding probabilities

Different schemes to obtain probabilistic information fromexperts exist, and they can be categorized into
direct and indirect methods depending on whether the respondent is familiar or not with probabilities.
In the following, we describe the main methods that can be used in reliability taking into account the
background of the potential experts and the nature of the required information.
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5.2.1 Quantile method

Often, the shape of the distributions of the inquired variable in reliability (lifetime distribution, default
rate, etc.) is known by the analyst, and to entirely characterize the model, only some summaries
are required (Figure 1). Commonly, experts are inquired about the model parameters when they are
easily interpreted and the expert is familiar with the model, or a set of values corresponding to given
probabilities (three or four quantiles) [11]. For instance, he may be asked to provide his best estimate
(median) and the bounds of a 90% confidence interval by answering the following set of questions :

– what is the value t50% below which the probability is 50%
– what is the value t5% below which the probability is 5%
– what is the value t95% below which the probability is 95%.

It has been suggested in the literature that 1) the statement approach is preferable to the question
approach when dealing with reliability experts, and 2) instead of probabilities, it is preferable to inquire
about relative frequencies [13] as reliability experts aremore familiarwith. Hence, when inquiring about
the best estimate of the failure probability, a better formulation of the question would be : “what is the
value of x for which you think 50 components among 100 fail in x hours" [11].
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Figure 1 – Encoding probabilities using quantiles.

5.2.2 Fixed intervals (histogram) method

Point values elicitation may be too demanding in term of precision as it requires the expert to assign
exact probabilities to single events. To relax these requirements, Mazzuchi [2] suggests to ask experts to
assign probabilities to intervals rather than singletons and proposed the histogram method. The expert
is first asked to discretize the lifetime interval into n adjacent intervals with fixed length (empirical
experiments [9] suggest n to range between 3 and 5), then he estimates the relative frequency of failure
within each interval. The output of the elicitation is a histogram that is fitted to a continuous distribution
(Figure 2).

Coolen [1] proposed to extend the histogrammethod to the imprecise probability framework, where he
allows experts to provide upper and lower bounds of the frequency of possible components that may
fail within every interval. This method was applied to estimate a prior distribution of the mean life of
heat exchangers.
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Figure 2 – Encoding probabilities using the histogram method.

5.2.3 Linguistic estimates

A natural and convenient way to express beliefs is verbally through linguistic descriptors of likelihood,
such as “the default rate is very likely to range between x and y", “after one year, the system will
not fulfill its function properly", etc. While the acquisition of such information is easy, its processing
and quantification is challenging because of the non uniqueness of the interpretation. Indeed, a same
expression, such as “this value is likely”, can be interpreted quite differently by various individuals. To
account for the linguistic imprecision, Lichenstein and Newman [27] proposed a mapping of the main
descriptors into the [0, 1] probability interval with a bounding of the probability equivalents :

Verbal descriptor Probability equivalent Lower bound Upper bound
Virtually impossible 0.01 0 0.05
Very unlikely 0.1 0.02 0.15
Unlikely 0.15 0 .04 0.45
Fairly unlikely 0.25 0.02 0.75
Fair chance 0.5 0 .25 0.85
Likely 0.75 0 .25 0.95
Probable 0.8 0.3 0.99
Very probably 0.9 0 .75 0.99
Virtually certain 0.99 0 .9 1

Table 1 – Translation of linguistic statements in terms of probabilities [27].

Probabilities, because they are too precise, are not adequate to properly characterize the linguistic
imprecision in linguistic language. More general uncertainty formalisms such Zadeh’s fuzzy set [5]
theory based on membership functions, or imprecise probabilities are more adequate. A translation
of the common direct judgements into imprecise probability models has been proposed by Walley [25]
and are reported in Table 2.

More specifically to reliability, Cizelj [14] used fuzzy logic theory to quantify reliability expert
information about some components states (described via the attributes good, fair, bad).

There is no agreement on the bestmethod to be used in expert elicitation. Only a set of recommendations
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Verbal descriptor Imprecise probability equivalent
Probable P (A) ≥ 1

2
A is least probable than B P (A) ≥ 1

2
Indifference between A and B P (A−B) = P (A−B)
A is at least n times probable as B P (A− nB) ≥ 0

Table 2 – Translation of some linguistic statements in terms of imprecise probabilities [25].

are agreed on. The choice of the elicitation method is therefore left to the analyst’ seek, and he can be
guided by a set of recommendations [17,22], depending on the inquired variables, the time and budget
constraints, the background of the experts at hand, etc.

5.2.4 Indirect elicitation methods : learning from similar components

The elicitation methods described previously are direct methods in the sense that the expert is inquired
directly about the quantity of interest. Elicitation can also be indirect through learning from similar
components [23, 24] using paired comparisons and ranking and rating techniques. These approaches
are particularly appealing in the reliability domain, as components often display similarities from a
design, processing, functioning, etc., points of view. Furthermore, the reliability engineer is comfortable
when it comes to expressing similarity relations among components.

Learning from similar components is a two stages process : first, similarity relations between a
component of interest and a set of familiar components which performance is relatively well known
are elicited from experts. Similarity can be described for different attributes, such as reliability (the X
components is more reliable than component Y), goodness (the X component is better than component
Y), etc. Then, the performance of the component of interest (for instance reliability) is inferred using
several regression and learning techniques [23].

6 Conclusion

In the reliability domain, expert elicitation may be an important source of information as empirical
data about some dependability parameters may be lacking for several reasons including cost and time
constraints. However, a review of the literature has shown that, in practice, the use of expert judgments
in reliability analysis is quite poor. The main reason is that the common elicitation approach requires
the experts to have some statistical background, which it not perforce the case for reliability engineers.

We described in this report some main issues raised by expert elicitation, namely the heuristics and
biases, and the quantification of the uncertain judgments using the classical probabilistic approach and
motivated the use of more general frameworks, such as imprecise probabilities or belief functions. Then,
based on a literature review, we summarized the main common elicitation methods used in reliability
applications.

As mentioned previously, there is no agreement on the best elicitation method to be used in reliability
applications. It would be interesting to conduct some empirical studies, which would allow to compare
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several methods (probabilistic and non probabilistic), and determine from the experts the questions
format they are more comfortable with.
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